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SEOUL: Seoul prosecutors have opened an
unprecedented probe into North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un’s sister over Pyongyang’s
blowing up of a liaison office last month, of-
ficials said yesterday. The move is likely to in-
furiate the nuclear-armed North, which has
repeatedly condemned South Korea in recent
months, including directing personal insults at
President Moon Jae-in.

Seoul Central District prosecutors re-
ceived a criminal complaint against Kim Yo
Jong from a Seoul-based lawyer and had
started an investigation, a spokeswoman told
AFP. Last month, Pyongyang blew up an
inter-Korean liaison office on its side of the
border, days after Kim Yo Jong-one of her
brother’s closest advisers-had said the “use-
less” property would soon be seen “com-
pletely collapsed”.

Before the demolition, it had issued a se-
ries of vitriolic condemnations of South
Korea over anti-North leaflets that defectors
send back across the heavily-militarized bor-
der-usually attached to balloons or floated in
bottles. It raised pressure further by threat-
ening military measures against Seoul, but
later said it had suspended those plans in an
apparent sudden dialling-down of tensions.

In his complaint, lawyer Lee Kyung-jae

claimed the now-demolished liaison office
was South Korean property as it was reno-
vated using South Korean government funds,
despite its being located in the North. Kim
“used explosives to destroy” the South’s
“quasi-diplomatic mission building that
served the public interest”, he said in the
complaint. Lee also filed a complaint against
Pak Jong Chon, chief of the general staff of
the North Korean military.

Under South Korea’s criminal code, he
stressed, damaging property or disturbing the
peace using explosives was punishable by
death, or a prison sentence of at least seven
years. Capital punishment remains on the
statute books in South Korea, although it has
not executed anyone since 1997.

In practice, it would be virtually impossible
for Seoul officials to punish Kim Yo Jong or Pak,
but Lee told the South’s Yonhap News Agency
that he wanted to “inform the North Korean
people of their leader’s hypocrisy”. The an-
nouncement came a week after a Seoul court
ordered Pyongyang’s leader to compensate
prisoners of war who spent decades in North
Korea, in a move that could set a far-reaching
legal precedent on the divided peninsula. Inter-
Korean relations have been strained following
the collapse of a summit in Hanoi between Kim

Jong Un and US President Donald Trump early
last year over what the nuclear-armed North

would be willing to give up in exchange for a
loosening of sanctions. —Reuters
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A balloon carrying a banner with portraits of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un (left), the late leader Kim Il
Sung (center) and Kim Yo Jong, sister of Kim Jong Un, is caught on a tree after being launched by activists in
Hongcheon on June 23, 2020. —AFP

China to let most 
cinemas re-open 
from July 20 
BEIJING/SHANGHAI: China will allow most cinemas to re-open
from July 20, the film administration said yesterday, six months after
they were forced to close as part of draconian measures to contain
the novel coronavirus. The relaxation has been long awaited in the
world’s second-largest film market, where lockdowns have eased
gradually as infections have dropped sharply since March, with
many restaurants and malls open for months.

Cinemas in low-risk areas will resume operations but curbs,
from limited film showings to mandatory masks, will still apply, al-
though those in medium- and high-risk areas will stay shut, the
China Film Administration said in a statement. No area in China is
now categorized as high-risk, the government said, however, and
just four neighborhoods in Beijing, the capital, are graded medium-
risk. “This is breaking news for the industry and people are thrilled,”
said Gao Jun, former general manager of Beijing-headquartered
Xinyinglian Cinema Chain. “This industry is in a desperate situation
because of high operational cost: the rent.”

Cinemas that re-open will have to limit audiences to 30 percent
of normal and keep vacant seats between patrons, who are required
to book in advance and not carry in food and drinks, the film au-
thority said. —Reuters

Taiwan thwarts China
‘invasion’ in live-fire drill
TAICHUNG, Taiwan: Taiwanese soldiers yesterday fought off simulated
coastal assaults from China during their biggest annual live-fire exercises of
the year, as Beijing ramps up military pressure on the island. The five-day
drill, which began on Monday, is aimed at testing how democratic Taiwan’s
armed forces would repel an invasion from its giant neighbor.

Beijing regards Taiwan as part of its territory and has vowed to one day
seize it-by force if necessary. Thursday’s simulation saw Taiwan’s fighter jets,
warships and ground troops repelling an enemy attempt to land on a beach
in the central city of Taichung in an operation involving some 8,000 service
members.

President Tsai Ing-wen watched the drill, later tweeting that it “demon-
strated to the world our robust defence capabilities and strong determination
to defend Taiwan”. Taipei has lived with the threat of invasion by China since
the two sides split in 1949 after a civil war. 

In recent decades it has found itself increasingly outnumbered and out-
gunned by China’s enormous People’s Liberation Army. Beijing has piled mil-
itary, economic and diplomatic pressure on Taiwan since Tsai came to power
in 2016, because she refuses to acknowledge its stance that the island is part
of “one China”. Tsai won a landslide reelection in January in what was seen
as a strong rebuke to China’s strong-arm tactics against the island. Last year
President Xi Jinping gave an especially bellicose speech about Taiwan, warn-
ing its unification was “inevitable”.

In recent months Chinese warplanes have started buzzing Taiwan with
unprecedented frequency, repeatedly breaching its air defense zone and
prompting Taipei to scramble its own fighter jets.

The military mismatch has been compounded by Western governments’
increasing wariness of selling Taiwan advanced weapon systems, fearful of

incurring Beijing’s wrath. That has pushed Taiwan to develop its own hard-
ware, including advanced missiles, boats and a new trainer jet.

Some of that new hardware, including locally built surface-to-air and hy-
personic missiles, was used during this week’s drills. But China’s increasingly
muscular approach towards the island has also sparked renewed international
cooperation with Taiwan. Under US President Donald Trump, Washington
has become far more willing to sell big-ticket items including F-16 fighter
jets and other hardware. Earlier this week, Beijing vowed to impose sanctions
on defense company Lockheed Martin in response to the US agreeing to
upgrade Taiwan’s Patriot missile systems.

France has also angered Beijing by agreeing to upgrade the missile in-
terference systems on frigates Taiwan purchased in the 1990s. Washington
has remained a leading unofficial ally and arms supplier to Taipei despite
switching diplomatic recognition to Beijing in 1979. —AFP

Two US-made AH-64E Apache attack helicopters release flares during the annual
Han Kuang military drills in Taichung yesterday. —AFP


